Name ___________________________

ACTIVITY #16!
Considering the Writing Task

Period ___________

Summary Guide for Sarah Bradford Landau’s “Renaissance (1300s-1600s)”
The Parts and Structure of this Guided Summary
Sentence One:

the title of the article; the author’s first and last name; date of publication;
the company that published the article, the topic of the article

Sentence Two:

author’s last name; the researcher’s look at what changed after Medieval
times; famous artist who the researcher studies; the point of asking
questions and finding the answer

Sentence Three:

two different meanings of “Renaissance”; word for “nonreligious”; the
word for asking questions and finding out your own answers

Sentence Four:

many different elements of architecture

Sentence Five:

author’s last name; famous artists during the Renaissance

Sentence Six:

author’s last name; the author’s interpretation of the Renaissance

Landau Article Summary Sentence Frames
1. The central focus of ___________________________________ written by __________________________
(“title of artlcle in quotation marks)

(author’s first and last name)

published in __________________ by ____________________________________ is research on
(date of publication)

(company that published the article)

__________________________________________.
(the topic of the article)

2. ______________________________ was curious about the role of the ______________________________
(author’s last name)

(researcher looking at what
changed after Medieval times)

lead to her study _______________________________ and _______________________________ and its impact
(famous artist who the researcher studied to provide information on change during the Renaissance)

on people that lead her to study the element of __________________ and people who affected this change.
(asking questions & finding their own answers)
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3. Renaissance refers to ____________________________________ or _________________________________
(the meaning or “Renaissance”)

(the meaning or “Renaissance”)

as it caused people to think in _______________________________ manner about
(non-religious)

___________________________________ and a changing attitude.
(asking questions & finding their own answers)

[something here about “changing
attitude” and “new spirit”?]

4. The Renaissance included many elements of architecture such as ________________________________,

____________________________, _____________________________ and _____________________________.

5. To support her research, _______________________________ shares key Renaissance artists that include
(author’s last name)

__________________________ and _______________________ as examples or those who were part of change.
(artist during the Renaissance)

(artist during the Renaissance)

6. Ultimately, ______________________________ states that the most important contribution of the Renaissance
(author’s last name)

was __________________________________________________________.
(the author’s interpretation of the Renaissance)
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